
999 Blue Course Drive 
State College, PA 16803 
September 17, 2009 
 
 

Professor Paul Kellermann 
147 Burrowes 
University Park, PA 16802 
 
Dear Professor Kellermann, 
 
I am writing this letter to request your approval to write a formal report on the topic of 
recycling at the Bloomsburg Fair. The Bloomsburg Fair Association oversees all areas of 
the fair’s operation but has not taken any measures to recycle, and I find this to be a 
problem. My report, therefore, will be submitted The Bloomsburg Fair Association in 
hopes that they will consider taking measures to recycle. In this proposal you will find: 
basic background information on the fair, the problem as I see it, my proposal for a 
solution, my research plan for finding information on the problem and potential solution, 
a schedule for my research, and my qualifications. 
 
 
The Problem 
 
The Bloomsburg Fair is held annually and, according to their website, is the largest fair in 
the state of Pennsylvania, drawing in over 400,000 people in 2008 over the course of 
eight days. The fair also boasts over 1,500 food vendors. These vendors vary greatly in 
what they provide, but they have one thing in common: they all produce waste, most of 
which could be recycled. Yet, regardless of the massive amount of recyclable waste 
produced daily at this fair, the only thing being done to recycle is the placement of a few 
receptacles for plastic bottles. 
 
Ideally, the Bloomsburg Fair would be making an attempt to have its visitors recycle. The 
vendors are possibly even worse offenders. Almost all goods that vendors use come in 
cardboard boxes or plastic bottles that are then thrown in the waste, rather than being 
thrown in a recycling bin. Fair attendees also purchase foods on paper plates and 
purchase drinks in glass or plastic bottles. The fair also produces waste in the form of 
advertisements on sheets of regular paper, which is easily recyclable. In the ideal 
situation, the fair would request all of the food vendors and game stand operators to use 
specially designated recycling containers. It would also provide a sufficient number of 
recycling bins spaced around the fairgrounds to ensure that people can place their various 
recyclables in these bins. In reality, however, the town of Bloomsburg places only a few 
recycling bins around the grounds, and the fair makes no effort to do its part.  
 
The consequences are obvious: large amounts of waste that is being needlessly sent to 
landfills instead of being recycled and reused. This wasteful use of resources is 
irresponsible and unnecessary. Although not recycling isn’t a direct problem for the fair 
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association, it is a problem for everyone in a more indirect way. By not recycling, the fair 
is also putting out an image that recycling isn’t necessary. If people think that it isn’t 
useful on a scale as large as the fair, they certainly will not be motivated to take small 
steps to recycle at their homes or jobs.  
 
I propose to write a formal report on the options that the Bloomsburg Fair Association 
may have to enact a plan for recycling, both for vendors and for attendees.  
 
 
Research Plan 
 
The first step in finding a solution to this problem is to properly define what the problem 
is. Contacting the fair association and getting information on the disposal company that 
they employ for the duration of the fair would be the starting point in accomplishing this. 
I would then contact that company to find out how they determine the amount of trash 
that they remove and get their estimate on the total amount removed from the 
fairgrounds. 
 
After determining how much waste there is, I need to determine the approximate 
composition of that waste. This means that I will have to find out how much of the waste 
is plastic, glass, paper, or different types of metal. The best way to do this is to interview 
several different vendors in several different categories. These categories include food 
vendors, game stands, and merchandise. I would do this to determine how much of each 
type of waste they discard, and could then approximate how much is discarded by the 
average stand. I would get the total number of stands from the fair association, since this 
data would be recorded when each stand registers to attend. 
 
Next, I need to determine the most effective solution. The most obvious solution is to 
provide separate waste receptacles for both vendors and fair attendees so that they have 
the option of recycling. Then an effort would have to be made to encourage people to 
properly use these receptacles. However, some research would have to be done to find 
out how many people, both vendors and attendees, would be willing to use these 
receptacles properly. I would also have to determine how many of each receptacle (e.g. 
glass, paper, etc…) would be required, and where the best places would be for these. This 
would require looking at where the majority of each type of stand is. Since game/ride 
stands and food stands are not all in the same area, different numbers and types of 
recycling containers would be required for each area. It would also be wise to determine 
the high traffic areas so that proper receptacles could be placed in the best areas for 
higher efficiency. 
 
Placing recycling bins is more expensive then using only regular waste containers, so 
knowing how best to use them is key in keeping down the cost of recycling while getting 
the most impact. It is not financially reasonable to place these types of containers next to 
every trashcan, but with proper placement they could be used quite effectively.  
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Schedule 
 
Sept. 22: Submit Proposal 
Sept. 26: Visit the Bloomsburg Fair and meet with fair association members 
Sept. 27 – Oct. 3: Contact disposal company / interview vendors and attendees 
Oct. 4 – Oct. 10: Contact disposal company again to get final numbers  
Oct. 11 – Oct. 17: Talk with Fair Association Members to get their input 
Oct. 18 – Oct. 24: Review data and prepare progress report 
Oct. 29: Submit Progress Report 
Nov. 2 – Nov. 7: Examine layout of fairground to determine number and placement of 

recycling containers 
Nov. 8 – Nov. 14: Research cost of recycling vs. cost of regular disposal 
Nov. 15 – Nov. 21: Begin compiling all information together to determine best solution 
Nov. 22 – Nov. 30: Prepare Formal Report Draft 
Dec. 1: Submit Formal Report Draft 
Dec. 3 – Dec. 9: Revise Formal Report 
Dec. 10: Submit Formal Report 
 
 
Qualifications 
 
As a student majoring in Mechanical Engineering, I have been taught how to organize 
and process through technical data. As an Eagle Scout I have had to do a large-scale 
project involving organization and many hours of planning. For this project I had to meet 
with members of the town council, as well as members of my local fire department. I also 
served as Lodge Chief in the Order of the Arrow for a term of one year, during which I 
sat on my council’s executive board along with prominent members of my community, 
such as one of our county judges and multiple business leaders. These experiences have 
given me the communication skills that I need to be prepared to deal with the 
Bloomsburg Fair Association leaders, as well as interview people and organize data in 
order to determine the best solution to this problem. 
 
It is for the reasons above that I believe that the Bloomsburg Fair Association needs to 
consider making an attempt at recycling. It would help limit the vast environmental 
impact of the fair, and would set a good example to all who attend this event year after 
year. I ask that you grant me permission to conduct the research necessary to devise an 
economically feasible recycling plan that the Bloomsburg Fair Association may 
implement.  
 
 
 Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 Christopher **** 


